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What’s Up in this Class this Week? What’s Up in this Class this Week?

Due Via Email to rice@unt.edu

1. Rough notes document

- Field notes (hard copies/scans of forms, 

anything else you recorded in the field)

- Answers to “rough notes” steps in lab 

document (including BA Web maps)

2. Final Report (for part 1) document

- Include the five requested components

What’s Up in this Class this Week?

Due Via Email to rice@unt.edu

1. Rough notes document

- Field notes (hard copies/scans of forms, 

anything else you recorded in the field)

- Answers to “rough notes” steps in lab 

document (including BA Web maps)

2. Final Report (for part 1) document

Also remember we are having a guest speaker on 

Wednesday

Carl Whitaker, Manager of Market Analytics 

RealPage, Inc. of Dallas

• Come to class prepared to discuss/ask questions about Mr. Whitaker’s 

work and career path

_____________________

• We will also set aside time to discuss your semester project (Golden 

Triangle Mall redevelopment)

• Bring questions/concerns to discuss with me and Mr. Whitaker on 

your project as well

• Wednesday will be the best chance you have to get project feedback 

before your initial report is due in October

A Look Ahead: The Next Few Weeks

Dates Class Topic

Sep 23, 25: Applied Retail GIS Lab Part 2 (Lab work only)

Sep 30, Oct 2: “Site Selection and Trade Area Analysis” (GIS Lab #2 Due)

Oct 7, 9: “Retail Growth Strategy Alternatives”  (DQ Due)

Oct 14, 16: Monday – “The Value of Location”

Wednesday – Open-Forum Project Discussion (Report Due)

Oct 21, 23: Commerce and the Settlement Pattern

Wednesday – Unstructured Project Work Time

Oct 28, 30: Monday – Comm. Structure Within Metropolis

Note: GEOG 5220 students see the 5220 syllabus for extra DQ due dates

This Week’s Retail Business Case 

Study: Cash America Pawn

mailto:rice@unt.edu
mailto:rice@unt.edu
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Cash America International Headquarters, 1600 West 7th Street, Fort Worth TX

1600 West 7th Street, 

Fort Worth TX

Cash America Pawn Locations in D-FW

What’s the 

geographic pattern 

of Cash America 

locations?

Site Selection and                          

Trade Area Analysis

Week 4 Site Selection and Trade Area Analysis

 Thoughts to consider in beginning this section

 Site selection is closely tied to trade area analysis: 

by selecting a site, you are effectively defining 

your trade area (whether you know it or not)

 Retailers have two substantial assets: their 

inventories and their real estate (land, buildings)

Site Selection and Trade Area Analysis

 Thoughts to consider in beginning this section

 As retail chains become more specialized, site 

selection needs to be more precise

 The level of retail competition today is much 

more intense than 20 years ago, making it 

mandatory for retailers to look for every possible 

site and market advantage

Site Selection and Trade Area Analysis

We will view a case study now that provides

an overview of the reality facing the national

chain Walgreens as it looks for every possible

advantage in a dynamic and competitive

component of the retail sector

Video focus: how does Walgreens leverage 

geospatial data and analysis?
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Part 1: Site Selection

Part 1: Site Selection

 Initial site selection thought:

 The site selection procedure used by a retail chain 

ought to reflect and account for the chain’s stage 

in its life cycle

Part 1: Site Selection

 Q: What might we mean by the “life cycle” of 

a business? How can two retailers be at 

different stages of their respective life cycles?

One way of conceptualizing a business life cycle…

You could also think about individual products in a 

similar way (a “product life cycle”)

Example: The First Four Decades of

Wal-Mart’s Chain Development

Q: In each of the following maps, what are Wal-

Mart’s needs and priorities as a business?

Walmart Stores Opened before 1966

Red = New Store
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Walmart Stores Opened 1966-1970

Red = New Store

Black = Existing Store

Walmart Stores Opened 1971-1975

Red = New Store

Black = Existing Store

Walmart Stores Opened 1976-1980

Red = New Store

Black = Existing Store

Walmart Stores Opened 1981-1985

Red = New Store

Black = Existing Store

Walmart Stores Opened 1986-1990

Red = New Store

Black = Existing Store

Walmart Stores Opened 1991-1995

Red = New Store

Black = Existing Store
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Walmart Stores Opened 1996-2000

Red = New Store

Black = Existing Store

Walmart Stores Opened 2001-2006

Red = New Store

Black = Existing Store

Walmart Stores Opened 2001-2006

Red = New Store

Black = Existing Store

Walmart’s new store location 

strategies at any given time relate 

in part to its stage of development

as a business

Part 1: Site Selection

 Site selection is a process tightly linked to 

everything else that can be known about a 

business

 This relates to even whether the business is a single-

location outlet, or a chain of stores

 Q: How would this matter? What would be different 

about locating a chain of grocery stores from a single 

grocery store location?

Part 1: Site Selection

A Real-World Example: Real 

Canadian Superstore in Regina, 

Saskatchewan, Canada

Q: When this national chain had 

one large store that served the 

whole city, where do you think the 

most logical location would be?

Part 1: Site Selection

A Real-World Example: Real 

Canadian Superstore in Regina, 

Saskatchewan, Canada

Q: When this national chain had 

one large store that served the 

whole city, where do you think the 

most logical location would be? The Original 

Superstore 

Location
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Part 1: Site Selection

A Real-World Example: Real 

Canadian Superstore in Regina, 

Saskatchewan, Canada

Q: What should happen when the 

city grows to be big enough to 

warrant having two superstore 

locations? The Original 

Superstore 

Location

Part 1: Site Selection

A Real-World Example: Real 

Canadian Superstore in Regina, 

Saskatchewan, Canada

Q: What should happen when the 

city grows to be big enough to 

warrant having two superstore 

locations? Close this 

location

New 

Opening

New 

Opening

Part 1: Site Selection

 For a retail chain, site selection is an ongoing 
process: part of an integrated marketing 
strategy

 Selecting a new location: relates to a decision to 
expand and reach new markets

 Relocate a store: decision that an existing 
location/market is not right, seek out a new one

 Change at an existing location: realization that the 
current market has changed, so adjustment is 
necessary (but decide to stay)

Geography and 

Store Remodeling: 

What is the 

locational pattern 

we see here? What 

do you think Target 

was prioritizing?

First D-FW Stores Involved in Target’s 2017 Store Remodeling Project

How did they choose which of their 47 D-FW locations to remodel first?

Map Source: Dallas Morning News

Target chose 8 out 

of their 47 D-FW 

stores for 

remodeling in this 

particular wave.

Part 1: Site Selection

 Several options for how the business approaches 

the site selection process in particular, and how 

involved the process becomes

 The following are a few options for site selection 

(from more basic to more advanced)

 Rules of thumb

 Ranking

 Regression modelling

 Location-allocation modelling

Part 1: Site Selection

 Rules of Thumb

 A list of criteria, often developed over a long 

period in a well-established retail chain

 Experience, empirical observation, and trial & 

error provide the retailer with a list of key factors

that appear to be related to store performance

 Idea: evaluate potential locations against this “key 

factors” list – do they meet these criteria? Choose 

locations that fit as many criteria as possible
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M&M Meat Shops (Canadian Food Retailer)

Within 2 blocks of Canadian Tire (auto parts, home repair)

Within 2 blocks of Tim Horton’s (donut and coffee shop)

M&M Meat Shops (Canadian Food Retailer)

Within 2 blocks of Canadian Tire (auto parts, home repair)

Within 2 blocks of Tim Horton’s (donut and coffee shop)

Other “rule of thumb” examples:

At least 2,000 households within 2 miles Convenience store

16,000 car registrations within 15 minutes Auto service center

Within 7 minutes walk of downtown Downtown restaurant

office block

Free-standing site on mall access road Family restaurant

Part 1: Site Selection

 Rules of Thumb

 Advantage: approach tailored to the specific 

business, based on direct observation of what 

works best

Part 1: Site Selection

 Ranking

 A step up: simple quantification of the merits of 

various retail locations for comparison

 List various factors and how well each location fits 

each (e.g. assign a 1 to 10 score for each factor)

 Example: a bank might evaluate candidate locations 

for a new branch based on local

 growth trends (score potential locations on 10 point scale)

 incomes (score potential locations on 10 point scale)

 competition (score potential locations on 10 point scale)

Part 1: Site Selection

 Ranking

 Advantage: more refined than rule of thumb (not just 

is a factor present or not – can account for “degrees 

of presence”)

 Issue: do you weight all of the factors the same? For 

a bank, does high local growth really count as much 

as high local incomes?

Part 1: Site Selection

 Regression

 Comprehensive analysis allowing consideration of 

many sites and taking many factors into account

 Advantage: Use of regression allows us to see which 

factors are most powerful in influencing how well a 

location will do (no guesswork or estimation)

 We are explicitly not ranking all location factors the same
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Part 1: Site Selection

 Regression

 Also: provides an actual estimate of site performance

(projected sales)

 Most appropriate for application with large, 

established firms with many existing locations

 However, requires a sales database capturing multiple 

variables for stores, customers, and products sold 

(cannot use regression methodology without this)

Part 1: Site Selection

 Regression

 Example – a model for central city store sites:

X1 = $5,792 + 34.45 X2 + 32.33 X3 + 351.11 X4 + 176.29 X5

Where:

X1 = weekly sales in dollars at a given location

X2 = % apartments within 0.5 miles (r12
2 = 0.693)

X3 = % customers who are pedestrians (r13
2 = 0.658)

X4 = car accessibility (r14
2 = 0.524)

X5 = # competitors within three blocks (r15
2 = 0.297)

Part 1: Site Selection

 Regression

 Example – a separate model for suburban sites:

X1 = $3,629 + 120.18 X2 + 656.32 X3 + 503.02 X4

Where:

X1 = weekly sales in dollars at a given location

X2 = % newly developed housing (r12
2 = 0.849)

X3 = # of competitors within three blocks (r13
2 = 0.837)

X4 = car accessibility (r14
2=0.813)

Part 1: Site Selection

 Location-Allocation

 The preceding three options are most useful for locating a 

relatively small number of stores (challenge: selecting a 

very few good locations in a given metro region at a given 

time)

 Occasionally a retail chain faces a bigger challenge: 

evaluating dozens or hundreds of locations in a region at a 

time

 Scenario: a large grocery store chain expands into a large 

new metro area, wants to open 50 new stores

 Scenario: two large retailers merge, evaluate sites

Part 1: Site Selection

 Location-Allocation

 The purpose of location-allocation modeling is to 

design an entire new network of facilities to most 

efficiently serve an extended geographic region

 How many grocery stores are needed to serve D-FW?

 If you know your chain wants to open 50 new gas stations

in San Antonio, where should they go?

Following is a simple example of what 

location-allocation modeling does

Geography of Demand

Households buying gasoline in a region
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Best Location for One Gas Station

Most strategic location for a single station

Best Locations for Three Gas Stations

Most strategic locations for a network of three stations

Best Locations for Three Gas Stations

Most strategic locations for a network of three stations

Simultaneously locating stores and 

allocating (calculating) the portion of 

the market that would be served by 

each store location

Best Locations for Three Gas Stations

Most strategic locations for a network of three stations

Powerful because location-allocation can 

be done for any of multiple objectives:

- Minimize total travel for all customers

- Limit maximum travel for any customer 

(store within a guaranteed distance)

Best Locations for Three Gas Stations

Most strategic locations for a network of three stations

Simultaneously locating stores and 

allocating (estimating) the market 

that would be served by each store 

location

Location-allocation modelling is a 

subject further addressed in two other 

UNT Geography classes:

GEOG 4230/5230 - Business GIS

GEOG 4410/5410 - Location-Allocation 

Modeling

Part 2: Trade Area 

Analysis
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Part 2: Trade Area Analysis

 The location-allocation concept is a reminder 

of the link between location and area served

 One example from reading: 30% of a grocery 

store’s sales come from within 1 mile of the store

 Geographers have developed a number of 

ways of thinking about, and analyzing, trade 

areas for stores

Part 2: Trade Area Analysis

 Your reading summarizes three distinct 

approaches to trade area analysis

 1. spatial monopoly

 2. market penetration

 3. dispersed market

Part 2: Trade Area Analysis

 Spatial Monopoly

 Treating trade areas as if they were entirely 

served by the one facility they are closest to

 i.e. everyone in the trade area is served by the nearest 

store

 Sometimes this is the case (a small-town drug 

store serves everyone in the town), but often it 

isn’t (grocery stores in D-FW)

 Advantage: simple to define the trade area

Complete coverage model

Thiessen Polygons

Circular Trade Zones

Limited coverage model

Area not covered

At a Continental Level: NBA Team Trade Areas by Drive Time Zones (Closest Team)

This map defines exclusive service zones (but are they really?)
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Part 2: Trade Area Analysis

 Spatial Monopoly

 Best to use the spatial monopoly analysis when 

you are trying to understand the composition of 

the trade area

 “Who is living in your trade area?” (focus on an 

overall market area profile)

 Not “how much sales?” to expect (you won’t end up 

serving everyone in your area, so “spatial monopoly” 

is a poor predictor in that dimension)

Part 2: Trade Area Analysis

 Market Penetration

 Defining trade areas based on actual customer 

behavior

 Advantage: gives a true, evidence-based 

definition of trade areas (nothing ideal or 

hypothetical about this definition)

Standard 

Customer Dot 

Map: each dot 

represents one 

customer for a 

given retail 

business (black 

stars are store 

locations)

Customer Map 

Converted Into 

a Market 

Penetration 

Map: each color 

represents a 

different level of 

market 

penetration (in 

this case, red = 

very high)

MLB Baseball Team Fan Zones

Based on 

Facebook 

“likes”

Q: How does this map compare to the earlier NBA map? Strengths, weaknesses of each?

Part 2: Trade Area Analysis

 Dispersed Market

 Identifying specific, local neighborhoods that fit 

the store’s particular, predetermined customer 

profile

 The kind of households that the store is proactively 

trying to reach, or the kind of households that the 

store knows by past experience that it does reach

 Often, a very specific definition

 Advantage: links the trade area definition to known 

market characteristics
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Example:

Neighborhoods 

where a given 

kind of family

lives in the city

“Kind of family” 

= “segment”

This kind of map opens up possibilities for improved 

store location and target marketing decisions

Example: Tapestry Profile System (Esri’s Segmentation System)

Example: Tapestry Profile System (Esri’s Segmentation System)

Sample Profile Area: 5-minute Drive Time Around CVS in South Denton

Example: Tapestry Profile System (Esri’s Segmentation System)

Sample Profile Area: 5-minute Drive Time Around CVS in South Denton

The analysis indicates the 5-minute 

drive time area has 5 different 

segments living in it

Further information is available 

through Esri’s website to tell us 

about each of the 5 segments. Another Example: 

PRIZM (the 

segmentation system 

used  by Buxton):

sample market type 

map for Columbus, OH

Map shows the geographic distribution of the “Young 

Digerati” market type in Columbus: college-educated 

singles and couples, ages 25-44, who live in condos and 

loft apartments in trendy city neighborhoods 
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Another Example: 

PRIZM (the system 

used  by Buxton):

sample market type 

map for Columbus, 

Ohio
We’ll address this particular method of analysis 

later in the course when we discuss the “geography 

of direct marketing”


